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During the past year the hydrologic model of the Lake 

George Basin has undergone a numb$r of changes and the data 
, 

measurements have been expanded a*d made more continuous. 

This improved data set has result¢d in a more refined and 
I 

more accurate model of the lake b4sin. 

In order to provide the dataibase needed for further 

testing and improvement of the model, a number of improve

ments were made to the data colledtion network. Perhaps most 

importantly all stream gages wereiwinterized to provide more 

accurate 12 month streamflow data4 'rhis helped in providing 

the data necessary to check the c~itical snowmelt and accumu

lation period. Also during the w+nter months, snOvJ surveys 

were taken much more extensively ~han in the past. In ad

dition, there were improved measuJi'ements of net solar radi-

at ion and soil moisture to serve '1-s checks on the model1s 

predictions. Much of the work on!improving the data col

lection system is documented in E~FB/IBP Memo Report 71-123. 
, 

The continuously recorded da~a obtained were re'duced 

and put on punched cards on an ho~rly basis. Daily values 
I 

were computed from these cards and were both punched and 

printed. In addition, portions off the data set are now being 

put on magnetic tape for storage. 

The results of HYDRO 5 throu~h HYDRO 7 provide estimates 

of major hydrologic parameters inithe basin using both data 

from entirely within the basin anq also from data largely 
, 

taken outside the basin. A numbet of significant results 



were obtained in the various runs. I First, the relatively 

good correlation of results betweep those using data from 

within the basin as opposed to thore using data from largely 

outside the basin demonstrates the/adaptability of the pro

gram. Thus, it could be expected :that reasonably accurate 

results could be obtained without ~n overly extensive moni-

toring system in a lake basin. Th~ progression of models 
I 

from HYDRO 5to HYDRO 7 also adds ~o the understanding of 

the importance of certain factors ~n the hydrologic cycle 

not previously explored comprehens~vely in the HYDRO series. 

It was found, for instance, that the effect of advection on 

monthly evaporation from the lake :surface was significant on 

a monthly time scale. Without conpidering advection, the 

evaporation over the lake surface !ror the period October 1971 

to May 1972 was computed as 17.31 !inches while considering 

advection it was 18.24. Although ithese results are quite 
I • 

close, as might be expected, the rr10nthly lake evaporation 

values varied considerably, as ca~ be seen from Table 1. 

TABLE 1: LAKE EVAPORA*ON ESTIMATES 
(Inches of WiJiter) 

October, 1971 
November 
December 
January, 19'72 
February 
March 
April 
May 

Advect:ion 
Not Cons:ijdered 

1. 96 
1.2] 
1.l:! 
1.1::1 
1.25 
2.2]j 
3.471 
4.84 

Advection 
Considered 

2.86 
4.65 
3.42 
2.32 
0.77 
1.38 
1.12 
1.72 



When advection was considered, mor~ lake evaporation was pre

dicted in the late fall and early O')inter and less in the late 
, 

winter and early spring than wi th01j.t considering advection. 

The snowpack portion of the imodel was also studied in 

more detail and it was found that 4 monthly time interval was 
i 

not satisfactory for computing sno~pack accumulation and melt. 

Hence a daily period was chosen an4 tested. The results for 
I 

March, 1972 illustrate the differe1ces clearly. While the 
, 

monthly computation showed no snow1elt at all for the month, 

the daily computation showed a tot~l of 6.44 inches of melt. 
I 

The reason for this is the especiaJ!ly large fluctuations in 
, 

, 

temperature which occurred during ~his month. While the 

monthly average air temperature wa~ -3.050 C (26.5 0 F), the 

individual daily averages ranged a~ high as 2.28°c (36.l0 F), 
, 

I 

with 12 days above the freezing po~nt. The daily snowpack 

calculation, being more reflective!of the actual ponditions, 

provides the necessary data to preqict more accurately soil 

stream runoff. i the principal moisture and These ,then are 

. developments in the HYDRO series dJring the past year. 

In coordination with other ~roups, the results of the 

hydrologic model studies have beenlmade available for nutrient 

budget determinatl.ons. The modeli4g will also be utilized 

by the site modeling group in the ~nteraction of site and 

Biome aquatic ecosystem models. 
I 

In further work on the hYdrqlogic modeling, a con-
, 

tinuation and expansion of the dat~ set, especially for such 



, 

parameters are snowpack accumulatiqn and melt, total and net 
I 

solar radiation, and stream temper4tures is required. Con-
! 

tinued efforts to provide reliable ,year-round data for all 

parameters must be made. Refineme~ts of the model could also 

be realized with the intensive stuqy of selected smaller 
, 

watersheds in the basin. Interactiqns and data exchange with 
, 

the Lake Wingra group should be co1tinued and expanded. 

Finally, all data collected and cajculatedvalues will be 
I 

provided, as necessary, for use by 1ther process groups. 

I 




